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Book Descriptions:

canon eos 3000 slr manual

Successor to the EOS5000, but with greatly expanded basic functions. In addition, the flash is linked
to the measurement point so that during shooting the flash output level is constantly adjusted for
optimum exposure control. The EOS3000 is compatible with system accessories for the Kiss and
New Kiss. The highquality design has a feel of genuine elegance. In other modes Shutter speed is set
automatically by the camera. Builtin electronic selftimer. Camerashake warning in Full Auto and IS
mode. Below the screen sevensegment LCD display Shutter speed with camerashake and outofrange
warnings and aperture.AE lock enabled button operated. Multiple exposures Max nine multiple
exposures cancels automatically at completion or manually before completion.TTL auto flash control.
Offthefilm metering linked to three weighted focusing points. Measurement Conditions Creative
mode Fires automatically when flash is up. EX series strobe, ML3 TTL autoflash Film rewinds as
each shot is exposed. Film advance Automatic. Singleframe and continuous 1 fps. Automatically
rewinds film leader into cartridge when designated number of frames have been exposed midroll
rewind available. There is a builtin pop up flash with a GN of 12. The metering system features
silicon photo diode with 35 zone evaluative, central partial and centerweighted average metering
modes. The meter has a range of 1 to 20 EV at ASA 100, and can be set for film speeds from 25 to
5000 ISO. The mode dial is used for exposure modes which includes, aperture priority, shutter
priority, dept of field AE, manual exposure and a program mode with scene selections such as
portrait, landscape, closeup, sports, night and no flash.There are 7 AF points with the ability to
select them automatically and manually. Various focusing modes are available such as one shot, AI
servo, AI focus and manual focus. An AF assist light is also available.Film is loaded automatically and
is pre wound onto the take up
spool.http://www.regiapart.si/uporabnik/file/dell-5330dn-printer-user-manual.xml

1.0.

Exposures are advanced into the film canister. Its compatible with DX code film, but noncoded can
also be used by manually selecting the ISO. When in manual ISO mode, the value is reset when the
DC film is loaded. The film counter shows the number of exposures remaining. Its powered by two
CR2 battery. An optional BP220 vertical grip can also be used. It provided an additional shutter
release button as well as the ability to use more common AA4 batteries. Something went wrong. Sell
on eBay Sell Film Cameras User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured
powered by Verisign. It was sold as the EOS 88 in Asia. It was not sold in the US. The pentamirror
viewfinder and manuallyactivated popup flash helped keep this a lowercost model; but a full range of
autoexposure modes were included, including offthefilm flash exposure setting. Film transport is
motorized and the camera requires two 3volt CR123 lithium batteries to operate. Please try
again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account
Please try your search again later.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by
star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
The camera offers five fully automatic exposure modes, as well as shutterpriority autoexposure.You
can help Wikipedia by expanding it. v t e By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and
Privacy Policy. Finished book size is A5 148 x 210mm. 84 pages long. Our reprints are high quality,
printed on 80gsm superwhite Canon paper on a Canon office
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The pages are then spiral bound with a clear acetate front cover and red card back cover, held
together with a strong white wire. Your manual will lay flat when open and will last for as long as
your camera, with a little bit of care. Manuals over 400 pages long may be supplied as more than
one book.This camera is also known as USA EOS REBEL XS N Japan EOS 66. Im a freshman, i would
like to ask all of youI prefer to digitalize slides,. Been searching high and low for a Canon eos 88
group but cant seem. Just copy and paste! Advanced Gday Sign in to bid or buy eBay Deals Coles on
eBay Help Sell Watch List Expand Watch list Loading. Something went wrong. As Is CANON EOS
Kiss. EF 2880mm 75300mm. Sell on eBay Sell Film Cameras User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. This Canon SLR film camera is designed in such a
way that you find it easy to capture the shot you require. The bright viewfinder of this Canon 35mm
camera provides a bright view for easy composition of the scene. You can view all the required film
and battery information as well as selected camera settings on the large LCD screen display by using
the command dial of this Canon 35mm camera. With a wide area 3 point autofocus system, this
Canon SLR film camera is able to quickly recognize the main subject of an image and maintain a
sharp focus, even when the subject is moving. The EOS 3000 Kit has a well designed body and
strong exterior. Twin lens kit plus extras. 8 Canon EOS 10QD 35mm SLR Film slr film Camera.
Verisign. In addition, manual ThroughTheLens autoflash metering is made possible. This system
uses the Together with the If the subject moves, the camera Manual focusing can also be selected.A
full auto mode provides It is also available as a. QuartzDate QD model.

AF AF working range EV 218 at ISO SPC Silicon Photocell Metering range EV 220 with Programmed
Image Control modes Multiple exposures Up RS60E2 Selftimer Electronically controlled 10second
Be the first! New to ePHOTOzine Join Today! By using our service, you agree to our use of cookies.
OK Learn more. EOS M and EOS R Full Frame mirrorless ranges deliver the power of DSLR in the
body of a compact camera. You can also view our Frequently Asked Questions FAQs and important
announcements regarding your EOS product. EOS M and EOS R Full Frame mirrorless ranges
deliver the power of DSLR in the body of a compact camera. You can also view our Frequently Asked
Questions FAQs and important announcements regarding your EOS product. We delete comments
that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any
time at our discretion. For reprint rights Times Syndication Service This site is best viewed with
Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher Firefox 2.0 or higher at a minimum screen resolution of 1024x768.
However, I was impressed with the functions it has. At first, it appears as a toy camera with 145 mm
92 mm 61.9 mm sized plastic body weighing only 345 g; however, it has some powerful functions,
which makes it easier to get good photographs. This functionality makes it extremely easy to use
flash photography. This accessory was compatible with many other cameras in the EOS series and
therefore well worth getting if you want to save a fortune. Thanks! Ken. This grip is optional; with a
standard GRE2 grip the EOS 3 is a much more reasonably sized camera. The EOS 3s AF system is so
much faster and easier to use and to set than anything available today. No matter if I wanted to
focus on the obvious part of an image, or a subtle, lowcontrast item off to the side, the EOS 3
somehow just knew, and magically used the correct AF sensor every time.

The AF system is constantly looking at your eye, and already knows where youre looking when you
press the shutter, so without you even having to think, the EOS 3 already knows where it needs to
focus, and it just does. With newer cameras, we again have to slave through dicking around with
knobs and dials to choose AF points, something the EOS 3 does all by itself by magic. It does what
we need it to do, and isnt loaded with junk features to get in the way. Yes, it has the dreaded custom
functions, and they may be ignored. Im not a fan of the big, optional PBE2 grip, which makes the
EOS 3 a pro sized camera with prosized weight, yet only the outward durability of an advanced
amateur camera. Canon claims the EOS 3 is gasketed for rain resistance. Bar graph displayed on top
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LCD. I see no rating for battery life. Canons new F1 was much, much smoother. Numeric data light
up against black along the bottom, and a bar graph runs vertically along the right side. The frame
counter is below the bar graph on the right. You cant cheat; when the MODE button is pressed, the
finder displays all turn black. If invoked, the various AF points light magically in red as needed, and
are never in the way. It feels good, has the right controls in the right places, and actually feels
tougher than the EOS 3 itself. A bar graph is displayed on the top LCD. This sets everything back to
normal. It doesnt reset the custom functions, so this is a good idea to hit every time you go out
shooting to get everything back to normal the easy way. It advances by itself. In the I, or ON,
position, the EOS 3 reads your thoughts and selects the correct AF point magically. If you get a long
series of beeps instead, the EOS 3 gave up, so try again. You probably can change this in a custom
function. Feel free to use the dedicated rewind button on the back if you want to pull a roll early.
CF1 lets you define which you prefer. CF2 lets you select tailsout.

It uses a lot of segments moving very fast to entertain while youre waiting for the film to rewind.
Have a good look at the EOS 3. If you use this version, remember to drop a few dollars in Mike
Butkus hat to support him for all the priceless manuals he makes available online. It costs you
nothing, and is this sites, and thus my familys, biggest source of support. These places have the best
prices and service, which is why Ive used them since before this website existed. I recommend them
all personally. Its great people like you who allow me to keep adding to this site fulltime. Thanks!
Thank you. HTML Loading. The camera marked the beginning of a new eraThe EOS
ElectroOpticalSo, like its namesake, the GreekAll rights reserved. PleaseThere is nothing to frighten
awayIts autofocus system is an integralThe innovative electronic input dialIt is a very successful
concept as the main dial designThe EOS cameras are designed forThey will take care of
everything,Gone are the mechanical lugs and pinsVirtually all the AF SLR cameras availableBut only
Canon had the foresight of having opted forTwo highprecision motors are integrated into each of
CanonsThis concept has since been adoptedAs a result, ultraThe EOS 650Naturally, manual
focusingThe USM or Ultrasonic Motor lensesInside each of the USM lens, the motorsIt uses simple
but practical theory to achieveCanon has improved the USM technologiesThe latest L series as well
as most of the midrange typeCopyright 2002. Members of the EOS Site MaintenanceNotecertain
content. This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute.
See your browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the
name of the downloaded file.

Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size
Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size The
sole warranty, if any, with the respect to such nonCanon brand items is given by the manufacturer
or producer thereof. This limited warranty covers all defects encountered in normal use of the
Product, and does not apply in the following cases If the problem cannot be corrected over the
telephone, you will be asked to follow the applicable procedures for MAILIN SERVICE. Note that a
dated proof of purchase is required at the time of service. MAILIN SERVICE is a program under
which your Product is repaired by a Canon U.S.A. or a Canon Canada authorized service center for
the Product. Authorized service center information can be obtained by visiting
www.canontechsupport.com US customers only or by contacting the Canon U.S.A., Customer Care
Center or Canon Canada Customer Information Centre at 1800OKCANON 18006522666. You will be
given the name, address and phone number of an authorized service center. It is your responsibility
to properly package and send the defective Product, together with a copy of your dated proof of
purchase, a complete explanation of the problem and a return address to the authorized service
center at your expense. Do not include any other items with the defective Product. The Product
covered by this limited warranty and proven to be defective upon inspection will be repaired and
returned to you without charge by the authorized service center. Any Product received by the
authorized service center that is not covered by the limited warranty will be returned unrepaired, or



at the discretion of the authorized service provider, you may receive a written estimate of repair at
such cost as the service center may establish from time to time.Manual Enabled with AE lock button.

No AE lock in Basic Zone modesScroll down to easily select items to add to your shopping cart for a
faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store It is designed to supply uninterrupted power
for your camera. Kit includes the AC adapter, DC coupler and power cord.Adapter EcC, EdC Also
compatible with the S80, S2 IS, S1 IS. Holds 12 Cameras bodies, 34 lenses and accessories. Inside
measurements W x H x D 10 x 14.75 x 5 inches. Rugged nylon, waterrepellent, urethane coated for
extra durability. Wellarranged divider system for secure storage and easy access. Lightweight
construction, padded shoulder straps and back for comfort. Front webbing ideal for storing a light
jacket. Tripod carrying straps. Color Black with Olive.Front and Rear zippered pouches. Zippered
fulllength mesh pouch inside top cover. Divider system for secure storage and easy access.It is
designed to hold two 35mm SLR bodies, 5 8 lenses, plus film and accessories.It features a 3way pan
head for precise control and smooth movement. The 3section tubular leg construction allows for
exceptional stability indoors or out.The Deluxe Tripod 300 features a 3 way pan head for precise
control while the 3 section tubular leg construction allows enhanced stability indoors and
outdoors.Can hold your cameras, lenses, accessories and even a laptop computer. Durable,
waterrepellent nylon exterior. Padded interior dividers and easyaccess storage pockets.The lens fits
into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. Please see the Compatibility tab for a list of compatible
EOS cameras.The lens fits into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. The lens fits into the
eyepiece holder of you EOS camera.The lens fits into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. The
lens fits into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. The lens fits into the eyepiece holder of you
EOS camera. The lens fits into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. Requires Rubber Frame Ef,
Eb or Ec The lens fits into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera.

Made from Cordura Nylon. Large Zippered Front Accessory Pocket. Zippered Mesh Pocket Inside
Top Lid. Two Side Accessory Zippered Pockets. Tripod Loops on Bottom. Five Movable, Padded
Internal Dividers. Two Strap Handles with Grip. Removable Shoulder Strap. Rubber Feet for Ground
Protection. The cable connects to your camera and to the USB port on your PC or MAC Computer.
Comes standard with the EOS 1Ds Mark III, 1D Mark IV, 1D Mark III, 1Ds Mark II, 1D Mark II N, 1D
Mark II, 5D Mark II, 7D, 5D, 50D, 40D, 30D, 20D, 10D, Digital Rebel XTi, Digital Rebel XT and
Digital Rebel. Please see Compatibility tab for compatible models.It features a foam grip on the top
leg section, a hand strap, flip lock leg sections, and rubber leg tip.Features adjustable tripod straps,
and high strength buckles for the main compartment. The Canon logo is embroidered on the top
flap. Comes standard with the EOS 1Ds Mark III, 1D Mark IV, 1D Mark III, 1Ds Mark II, 1D Mark II
N, 1D Mark II, 5D Mark II, 7D, 5D, 50D, 40D, 30D, 20D, 10D, Digital Rebel XTi, Digital Rebel XT and
Digital Rebel. Please see Compatibility tab for compatible models. When you purchase through links
on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more Over time, we would expect the
4000D’s price to fall to perhaps the lowest point ever for a Canon DSLR, but there is a downside. To
achieve these prices Canon has resorted to relatively old technology, lowspec autofocus and cheap
kit lenses. These two cameras have broadly similar specifications, but differ in some important key
details. It’s easiest to think of the EOS 4000D as a whole new model with whole new levels of
economy, and the EOS 2000D as an improved replacement for Canon’s previous cheapest model, the
EOS 1300D aka Rebel T6. Here, we focus on the former of the two. So does the EOS 4000Ds
knockdown price make it the best cheap camera you can buy. The specs are basic, but adequate for
beginners in DSLR photography. Unlike the 24.

1MP EOS 2000D, however, Canon has opted for an 18MP APSC sensor here. The rear screen on the
EOS 4000D also measures 2.7in size and has a very basic 230kdot resolution, against the 3in
920kdot screen of its sibling. The camera has been designed with WiFi, though without NFC, and
while it can shoot unlimited JPEGs, it can only capture six Raw files in a burst. Its offered with an



1855mm III kit lens that has no image stabilisation, one that sadly doesnt employ Canon’s quiet USM
or STM autofocus motors. The EOS 4000D has a very similar size and weight to its EOS 2000D
launch partner. Its plastic construction isn’t a problem, though. In fact, the simplified controls and
rounded contours make it quite pleasing to handle. The camera could, however, leave existing Canon
owners confused because there’s no separate power switch. Once you know where it is, of course,
it’s not a problem, but it is a sign of the rather deliberate costcutting in this entrylevel camera’s
design. Another is the plastic lens mounting plate. That said, it’s unlikely EOS 4000D users will be
the sort of photographers who do a lot of lens changing if they do, they’re probably ready to upgrade
to a new camera, so wear probably won’t be an issue, but it’s an unexpected little feature of this
camera nonetheless. The small rear screen and its low resolution have a somewhat jarring effect too.
There’s one more thing. If you’re waiting for the flash to pop up on the EOS 4000D when you’re
shooting in full auto mode in low light, you’re going to be waiting a long time. On this model you
have to pull the flash up manually when you want to use it. Overall, controls are basic but effective.
Canon has always been good at making its entrylevel DSLRs simple on the outside but still with
enough direct access to camera settings and controls to keep up with owners as they develop their
skills and technical knowhow. On one level, the EOS 4000D performs perfectly well.

As an introduction to DSLR photography, it provides all you need a decent sensor and enough
manual control to help you develop your skills. On a Mac or PC Click the toprighthand corner to
enlarge the image But there are some issues. First, it doesnt use Canon’s sensorbased Dual Pixel
CMOS AF phasedetection autofocus technology, so that in Live View mode you have to rely instead
on a simpler and older contrastdetectbased autofocus. This is much slower, though it is more usable
if the camera’s lens has a fast, uptodate autofocus mechanism. On a Mac or PC Click the
toprighthand corner to enlarge the image Unfortunately, the kit lens supplied with the camera does
not. As a result, focusing in Live View mode is slow, hesitant and pretty noisy. That’s not necessarily
a problem if you’re using a tripod, but it makes handheld Live View photography quite frustrating.
On a Mac or PC Click the toprighthand corner to enlarge the image Worse yet, the camera doesnt
offer continuous autofocus during filming. For anyone upgrading from a smartphone or a compact
camera, this will be an unpleasant surprise. It’s true that experienced videographers will often
prefer manual focus, but it’s not something a beginner will expect. On a Mac or PC Click the
toprighthand corner to enlarge the image The inexpensive kit lens delivers pretty disappointing
results, too. Its sharp enough for the job, but produces large amounts of chromatic aberration
towards the edges of the frame and it’s not easy to get rid of in software either. Overall, while the
EOS 4000D is capable of capturing goodquality images, its standard kit lens won’t show its full
potential. Signaltonoise ratio Raw The 18MP sensor in the EOS 4000D is showing its age. Despite
having a lower pixel count than the EOS 2000D, it’s still a bit noisier across the ISO range. Dynamic
range Raw Again, the age of the EOS 4000D’s sensor works against it. The dynamic range tops out
at round 11EV, which is on the low side by modern standards.

Resolution Raw, ISO 200 The 18MP resolution shows its limits, with resolving power that’s at the
low end of the spectrum for this kind of camera. Colour error It’s good news here for the EOS
4000D, which returns with a relatively low colour error in our lab tests. Verdict Everyone loves a
bargain, and there’s no denying that the EOS 4000D represents great value for money. Over time,
we would expect the EOS 4000D’s price to fall to perhaps the lowest point ever for a Canon DSLR,
but there is a downside. To achieve these prices Canon has resorted to relatively old technology,
lowspec autofocus and cheap kit lenses. Nikon D3400 Nikons entrylevel offering boasts a 24MP
sensor and a better LCD screen than the EOS 4000Ds, together with 5fps burst shooting and an
11fps AF system.You will receive a verification email shortly. Please refresh the page and try again.
You can unsubscribe at any time and well never share your details without your permission. Visit our
corporate site. New York. Comes with a 2890mm EF canon lens. Also comes loaded with a new film,
so just needs batteries and its ready to shoot. Last photo is a sample image shot on Fujicolor 200.



Cameras will be well packaged and sent tracked delivery 35mm film can be bought from Asda,
Boots, Tesco, Some poundlands. If you need to know the battery type or a sample photo please just
message me. Please look at photos for cosmetic condition. MAKE SURE YOU ARE HAPPY WITH THE
LOOK AND STYLE OF CAMERA BEFORE PURCHASING. Learn More Blog About Sell on Depop Jobs
Events Spaces Press Support Terms Privacy Safety Instagram Twitter Facebook English French
German Italian Open Australia Germany France United Kingdom Italy United States Open. Delivery
Check Enter pincode Usually delivered in 34 days. Effective Pixels 18 MP Sensor Type CMOS WiFi
Available Full HD Services Product is covered under oneyear standard warranty and oneyear
additional warranty from the date of Product purchased by the customer.

Tracking system Service Edge or Warranty Card and Customer Invoice date. 7 Days Replacement
Policy. Cash on Delivery available. Seller CORSECA 4.8 7 Days Replacement Policy. Description If
you are a photography enthusiast, then the Canon EOS 3000D DSLR Camera is a musthave gadget.
Moreover, the remote Live View function lets you control this camera remotely using your
smartphone so you can capture amazing photos even from a distance. Tracking system Service Edge
or Warranty Card and Customer Invoice date. Not Covered in Warranty Warranty does not cover any
external accessories such as battery, cable, carrying bag, damage caused to the product due to
improper installation by customer.Worth more than the amount. Best DSLR for a good beginner.
Friendly camera. Love it. Extremely good with canon 50mm f1.8 STM lens. READ MORE Anandu
Prathapan Certified Buyer, Kollam 10 months ago 225 25 Permalink Report Abuse 5 Excellent
product really great. I am totally sctified this product.really good camera for beggner.but flash
button was missing that is not good.and capture is 18 mp wasnt good I was hopeed it will be 24
mp.READ MORE Flipkart Customer Certified Buyer, Haldwani 9 months ago 1073 153 Permalink
Report Abuse 4 Worth the money The camera simply awesome.and it is a best budget DSLR and
begginer DSLR for first time user.auto focus mode works good in daylight READ MORE Pavithran V
Certified Buyer, Chennai Oct, 2018 234 28 Permalink Report Abuse 5 Brilliant Awsm. READ MORE
Rahul Chakraborty Certified Buyer, Jateshwar Jan, 2019 535 96 Permalink Report Abuse 5 Must
buy.Verry Nice and for My Opinion is great camera For this Price Range. I love it my first DSLR.! Lot
of Experiments Is easy with This DSLR. READ MORE Amol Kharate Certified Buyer, Buldana Jul,
2019 151 31 Permalink Report Abuse 5 Best in the market. My first DSLR. good one for beginners.

Flipkart Customer Certified Buyer 690 104 Report Abuse Read other answers Q can i use these
canon lens with eos 3000d A yes Shubh Trivedi Certified Buyer 224 43 Report Abuse Q wifi support
is present or not. A wifi support is present.A yes Anonymous Certified Buyer 1024 238 Report Abuse
Read other answers Q it has blur option A bro its dslr. Even the captured images will look clear
when you enlarge them. Also, you can crop out the subject from the captured image and save it in
different compositions. You can even change the cropped image’s aspect ratio and convert it to a 11
square format, to make it easy to upload on various social media platforms. With this camera, you
can easily blur the background while keeping the subject in focus, thanks to the combination of the
APSC size CMOS sensor and the imaging processor. The size and enhanced image quality of the
sensor deliver rich and vibrant pictures while blurring the background. This processor boosts the
quality of the image and helps reduce noise by delivering highdefinition images with a high level of
gradation. You can operate the Canon EOS 3000D DSLR Camera from a remote location by using
your smartphone. All you need to do is sync your smartphone with this camera to activate this
function. You can then upload these images to SNS or social media platforms. Easy returns. 100%
Authentic products. Belgies favoriete portaalsite informeert en amuseert u! Photography Gear
Photography Equipment Camera Equipment Canon Ef Camera Gear Vintage Cameras Lenses Film
Making Documentary Film Canon EF 1.4x III Extender Review Is the Canon EF 1.4x III Extender
right for you. Learn all you need to know about the Canon EF 1.4x III Extender in
TheDigitalPicture.coms review! Leica Camera Nikon Dslr Camera Gear Film Camera Gopro
Photography Jewelry Photography Landscape Photography Portrait Photography Wedding



Photography Canon reveals details for future telephoto lens line A new 400mm supertele is just the
beginning.

Canon also says it plans a replacement for its 100400mm zoom and new compact models using
diffractive optics. Learn all you need to know in TheDigitalPicture.coms review! History Of
Photography Camera Photography Vintage Photography Antique Cameras Vintage Cameras Movie
Camera Camera Lens Foto Canon Canon Kamera Canon A1 Pinterest Explore Log in Sign up
Privacy.


